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A comparison of the expression levels of CD14, CD69, CD86, and CD68 in MDM treated with different conditions (Mock, HIV-GFP, HIV Bystd, Nef-Bystd, NefP7460, NefP7460 Bystd) is shown. The graphs represent the percentage of cells expressing these markers under each condition, with statistical significance indicated by asterisks (*) and triple asterisks (***).

**Notes:**
- **Mock** represents the control condition.
- **HIV-GFP** indicates the condition treated with HIV-GFP.
- **Nef-Bystd** shows the condition treated with Nef-Bystd.
- **NefP7460** indicates the condition treated with NefP7460.
- **NefP7460 Bystd** shows the condition treated with NefP7460 Bystd.
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The images correspond to the conditions mentioned in the graphs, providing a visual representation of the cell morphology and distribution under each condition.